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Cylinders for large diameter circular knitting machines
The Groz-Beckert product range incudes knitting cylinders, sinker rings and dials for large diameter circular knitting 
machines from 7" to 60" The gauges vary from E3 to E90.

Customer request
Global presence and customer 
proximity for comprehensive and 
competent advice

Re-order
Easy and quick procurement  
through known customer  
information and dimensions

Customer training
Training offered by Groz-Beckert 
Academy: Sharing expertise for  
better understanding of quality

Laboratory service
Analytical support for process 
optimization

Knitting process
Consistent and faultless product 
quality due to perfect combination  
of knitting cylinder, needles and  
system parts

Assembly and conversion
Minimum effort during cylinder change 
due to short knitting-in times, optimum 
fitting and perfect true run.

Transport and storage
Worldwide sales network:  
fast delivery and reduced  
warehousing costs

Packaging
Faultless delivery due to stable and  
weather-resistant packaging

Product identification
Designation marking also facilitates 
reordering.

Cylinder manufacture
Long lifetime from the use of premium 
raw material in combination with high, 
manufacturing standards

Customer service
Customized products for all  
customized solutions
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Any depictions of our products are not to scale and are intended only for purposes of illustration. They therefore do not reflect the original. TM = Groz-Beckert uses the symbol for product identification and reserves the corresponding rights to this symbol. ® = Registered trademark  
of the Groz-Beckert Group. © = This publication is protected by copyright. Groz-Beckert reserves the right, in particular, to take legal action against reproduction, processing, translation or distribution that is carried out without the express written consent of Groz-Beckert. Kn
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Customer benefits Features

From a single source With cylinders, needles and sinkers, Groz-Beckerts‘s product  
portfolio comprises a system which is in material and geometry,  
precisely matched to the specific requirements of the customer.

High quality products Minimum manufacturing tolerances of our cylinders facilitate the  
manufacture of faultless products, even from the demands of extreme 
gauges and high machine speeds.

Groz-Beckert Service With its worldwide service network, Groz-Beckert offers its customers 
comprehensive support – from consultation to delivery, customer training, 
technical inspection and re-order.

Cost reduction due to maximum lifetime Due to the use of high quality steel and advanced manufacturing methods,  
the Groz-Beckert cylinders ensure a maximum service lifetime.

Maximum productivity due to minimum set-up times The high performance quality of the cylinder combined with perfect true 
run ensures minimum knitting-in and changeover times during cylinder 
change.

Product designation of Groz-Beckert  
knitting cylinder

Identification of Groz-Beckert  
knitting cylinders

System with knitting capability Gauge

Order number
Manufacturing date

Diameter

Variant of 
Groz-Beckert

Gauge Number of slots

Serial number

Cylinder Diameter

Order position

Sinker ring


